INTRODUCTION
The ordinary irreducible characters of finite general linear groups have been investigated beginning with the fundamental work of Schur. Thẽ Ž w x . R. Dipper and G. James see 7, 11, 24 determined the distribution of characters of G into l-blocks and large parts of its decomposition matrix. w x In particular, the latter was completely determined for n F 10 in 24 .
A first investigation of the decomposition matrices of the special linear w x groups was done by M. Geck in 14 . The distribution of ordinary characw x ters of G into blocks for l odd and dividing q y 1 was determined in 2 in case l ) 3.
We will use the general tool of Deligne᎐Lusztig induction for finite groups of Lie type. Thus we have to consider the connected algebraic group G, defined as the general linear group of degree n over thẽ algebraic closure ‫ކ‬ of the field with q elements. Then G is the set of fixed q˜p oints of G under the Frobenius morphism F: G ª G, raising entries of ãm atrix in G to the qth power. The connected algebraic subgroup G of G, consisting of matrices of determinant 1, is F-stable and has F-fixed points G. To the embedding G¨G corresponds a projection of dual groups.
: G ª G* s PGL ‫ކ‬ .
ž / n q
One difference between G and G is that the latter has a connected center, while the former has not. Most important is that the centralizer of ã semi-simple element of G is an F-stable Levi subgroup and thus its F-fixed points form a regular subgroup of G. The non-connectedness of the center of G causes several problems. The most important one for us is that the centralizer of a semi-simple element in G* is not necessarily connected.
The approach of this paper is to transfer the results for G which were used by R. Dipper and G. James to determine decomposition numbers of Ž w x. G in terms of those of q-Schur algebras see 11 . To do so we have tõ generalize various results for G, in particular the connection between thẽ l-modular representation theory of G and the representation theory of q-Schur algebras. We proceed as follows.
In Section 2 we introduce a generalization of the q-Schur algebra of w x type A investigated in 11 . We show that the decomposition matrix of this new algebra can be derived from the q-Schur algebras of type A.
Section 3 investigates Gelfand᎐Graev lattices of G to provide a tool for the following sections. In particular, Gelfand᎐Graev lattices will be used to label Brauer characters of G. Moreover, we investigate the Harish᎐Chandra restrictions of regular characters of G.
In Section 4 we introduce and investigate projective restriction systems Ž for finite groups with split BN-pairs in fact just a specialized version of . them, a more general one will be treated in a forthcoming paper . Theorem 4.6 gives the connection between the modular representation theory of generalized q-Schur algebras and the modular representation theory of finite groups with split BN-pairs. w x Section 5 is an extension of 18, Sect. 4 . Theorem 5.9 describes the local submodules of the reduction modulo l of certain quotients of thẽ Ž Gelfand᎐Graev lattices of Levi subgroups of G one of these lattices is the unique quotient lattice of the Gelfand᎐Graev lattice affording the Stein-. berg character . Proposition 5.11 then shows that these quotient lattices are pure sublattices in the Harish᎐Chandra induction of corresponding lattices of smaller Levi subgroups. This will enable us to apply Section 4 to obtain the central step in the determination of decomposition numbers of G in terms of decomposition numbers of q-Schur algebras. Then the results are transferred to G to get a similar theory.
As an intermediate and preliminary result we determine in Section 6 the Ž . complete decomposition matrix of characters in Lusztig series E E G, s for semi-simple elements s g G* of order prime to l in terms of the decompo-Ž . sition matrices of generalized q-Schur algebras see Theorem 6.3 . In Section 7 the number of cuspidal irreducible Brauer characters of Ž . Levi subgroups of G is determined Theorem 7.9 . Moreover, in Corollary 7.10 we show that every cuspidal irreducible Brauer character of G has a reduction stable lift.
The decomposition numbers of the Harish᎐Chandra series of reduction stable lifts of cuspidal irreducible Brauer characters of Levi subgroups of G are then determined in terms of the decomposition numbers of general-Ž . ized q-Schur algebras in Section 8 Theorem 9.2 . Section 9 finally shows how one can choose a basic set of characters within the Harish᎐Chandra series of reduction stable lifts of cuspidal Ž . irreducible Brauer characters of Levi subgroups of G see Theorem 9.4 . w x Ž . As the last result we refine 1, Theoreme 2 for G Proposition 9.6 .1
. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
In the following we fix notation for every section separately. However, some notation is used throughout the article.
Let n, m g ‫.ގ‬
The greatest common divisor of n and m is Ž . denoted by gcd n, m . The maximal power of a prime l which divides n is denoted by n and we set n [ nrn . Similarly, for an abelian group H, l l Ј l we use the notation H for the maximal subgroup of H of l-power order l and H for its complement. For l prime to the order of h g H, we say lЈ that h is l-regular or that h is an lЈ-element.
1.2.
As we are concerned with modular representation theory of a finite group H, say, let K be a splitting field of characteristic zero for H and all its subgroups. Let O O be a complete discrete valuation ring with quotient field K and let k denote its residue field. We assume that k is of characteristic l for some prime l dividing the order of H. That is, we Ä 4 always assume K, O O, k to be an l-modular splitting system for the group H actually considered. In the following, blocks, Brauer characters, etc., are Ä 4 always understood with respect to K, O O, k . We identify the set of complex irreducible characters of H and the set of irreducible KH-characters and Ž . denote these sets by Irr H . 
the decomposition numbers of the lattice X we understand the multiplicities of the irreducible K m A A-modules in X Ј for the isomorphism classes
O O
of indecomposable direct summands X Ј of X. Correspondingly we understand under the decomposition numbers of A A the decomposition numbers of the projective A A-lattices.
1.5. For the following lemma we need some notation. Let N F H be finite groups with splitting field K. Assume that N is a normal subgroup of H of index prime to l such that HrN is cyclic. In particular, the restriction to N of an irreducible character or Brauer character of H is multiplicity free and two irreducible characters or Brauer characters have identical restriction to N or they have no common constituent. Suppose that the Ž . decomposition matrix of S ; Irr H is square lower unitriangular. In particular, the reductions modulo l l of the characters in S are a basis of the group of generalized Brauer characters of H. Assume that S is stable Ž . Ž under multiplication with elements in Irr HrN viewed as a subset of Ž .. Irr H . Suppose that the reductions modulo l of the characters in
are a basis of the group of generalized Brauer characters of C for every N F C F H. We say g S corresponds to an irreducible Brauer character of H if for some square lower unitriangular decomposition matrix of S the ith row denotes the decomposition numbers of and the ith column denotes the multiplicity of in the reduction modulo l of the elements in Ž S we remark that it follows from elementary linear algebra that with this . definition to there corresponds a unique . Proof. By proceeding in minimal steps, we may assume without loss < < that H : N is a prime p. Assume that we have a square lower unitriangular decomposition matrix M of S. We label a character in S and its corresponding Brauer character by the number of the row in M denoting the decomposition numbers of . Now we proceed by induction. By assumption, the rows and columns of the decomposition matrix of S must N be linearly independent.
Assume that the assertion is true for i -n. We set follows that the rows of the decomposition matrix of S are not linearly n independent. However, they also appear as rows of the decomposition matrix of S . This is a contradiction to the invertibility of the latter. For N the following proof by induction we thus can restrict attention to the case < that is irreducible. 
The link between the representa-G tion theory of G and G shows the following equation for any integral domain R and any RL-module X. It follows from definition that
A similar equation holds for Harish᎐Chandra restriction. It also holds for characters, Deligne᎐Lusztig induction, and every pair M, M coming from a regular embedding M¨M of connected reductive algebraic groups.
1.12. Let M again be a finite group of Lie type defined over ‫ކ‬ . The q distribution of complex characters into Lusztig series is not fully compatiw ble with their distribution into l-modular blocks. However, in 1, Theoreméx 2.2 it was shown that for every semi-simple element z g M* of order prime to l, the set 
but depends on Y. If M M and C C both consist of only one element, say L Ž . and , we also write
consists of a single element L and C C of the set of cuspidal characters in
LEMMA. Let the notation be as in 1.14. Let Y and X be
O OM-lattices. Then Y , X s Y , X . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž M M , C C . Ž M M , C C . Ž M M , C C .
O OM O OM
If Y is projecti¨e we ha¨e that
the monomial subgroup of M and that C C consists of cuspidal characters such that it contains with a KLЈ-character also the KLЈ
This follows easily from the definition of M M, C C -quotients see w x. 18, 3.3 .
EXTENDED q-SCHUR ALGEBRAS OF TYPE A
In this section we investigate extended Coxeter groups and extended Hecke algebras of type A. We assume the reader to be familiar with the representation theory of Hecke algebras and of q-Schur algebras of type w x A as investigated in 11 .
2.1. An extended finite Coxeter group H is defined as a semi-direct product WC of a normal subgroup W e H which is an ordinary Coxeter group and a complement C of W in H. Throughout this section we Ä < 4 assume that there are parameters q i g I I associated to any knot of the h g H has a unique presentation h s wc for some w g W and c g C. Every product of a minimal number of fundamental reflections which is equal to 1 / w g W will be called a reduced expression of w. We define Ž . the Hecke algebra H H H as the R-linear space spanned by elements R Ä < 4 T h g H , one-element T , and the following multiplication.
Obviously, if C s 1, this leads to the usual definition of a Hecke algebra Ä < 4 over R with respect to parameters q i g I I . is, all connected components of its Dynkin diagram are of type A. Moreover, we assume that C is cyclic of order r and acts on W by cyclic permutation of isomorphic direct factors. Thus
where S is a symmetric group of degree n , say. Ž . H H W . We identify it with the algebra generated by the subset 
From our assumption it follows that H H H is ‫ޚ‬ -graded over H H W and
R < 1 m иии m s m иии m 1 s at the ith position s g H H S Ä 4 Ž . Ž . R i Ž . Ž . Ž . of H H S m иии m H H S , H H W . Let V be some indecomposable R 1 R t R i Ž . H H S -module for 1 F i F t. Then V [ V m иии m V is viewed in the R i 1 t Ž . usual
R i
Of particular importance are the Young-modules. They are labeled by the partitions of n and include the indecomposable projective modules. 
Ž . Ž . modules V of H H S . The Young-modules of H H H are the modules
Ž H H W a labeling by multi-partitions , . . . , of n , . . . , n where is
. some partition of n . For such a multi-partition , the corresponding i Ž . Young-module of H H W will be denoted by X .
The stabilizer in C of X obviously depends only on . It can be
viewed as the stabilizer of the action of C by permutations on the set of Ž . multipartitions of n , . . . , n . We therefore denote this stabilizer by C . 
Ž . 2.5 THEOREM. Let H H H be a Hecke algebra o¨er H, where H is the

O O extension of a direct product W of symmetric groups by a cyclic group C acting on W¨ia permutations of direct factors. Then the decomposition matrix of the
Ž . 
Young-modules of H H H is lower unitriangular. The decomposition matrix of
with the same multiplicity as X does in X and no other summand
ollows that ZЈ appears in VЈ with the same multiplicity as X in X . To determine decomposition matrices of special linear groups we indeed Ž . will need the decomposition matrices of all Young-modules of H H H .
O O
This can be reformulated to the task of determining decomposition matriw x ces of the following generalizations of the q-Schur algebras in 11 .
2.6 DEFINITION. Let W denote the parabolic subgroup of W generated 
. algebra S S H with respect to the parameters of H H H by
R R S S H [ End H H H m Z . Ž . Ž . [ R H H Ž H . R H H ŽW . J J R R J J ž / J J;I I Ž .
COROLLARY. The decomposition matrix of S S H is lower unitrian-
GELFAND᎐GRAEV LATTICES AND REGULAR CHARACTERS OF LINEAR GROUPS
The l-modular representation theory of G is governed bỹ 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the definition of w Gelfand᎐Graev characters respectively Gelfand᎐Graev lattices and 3,
Proof. This was proven in 9, Lemma 2.5 for characters. The assertion about Gelfand᎐Graev lattices follows easily from the one about characters.M Ž . 
LEMMA. T Y is isomorphic to Y . Let¨g O M and let g˜L
M L U Ž . M O L be the restriction of¨. Then T Y s Y . U L M ,g O M Ũ < ⌫ , s ⌫ , s 1. M M , , M K MK M ŽThus every Gelfand᎐Graev character of M and analogously of any Levi .M M M M < < < , T s R , s R , s R , . Ž . Ž .L L M L L L LK L K M K M K M Ž .Now has exactly one summand in the series E E M, sz for every element MŽ . Ž . z g Z M . On the other hand, for g E E L, sЈ , R has only summands L M Ž . w < x in E E M, sЈ . Thus , T s 1 if and only if sЈ ; sz for somẽL L KL M Ž . s g Z M .This condition is equivalent to sЈ ; s. The last assertion M * follows again from Lemma 3.4.w x 3.8. In 15, Chap. 7 the cuspidal irreducible kG-modules were investigated, using results by Dipper and James. To be precise, the authors Ž Ž .. restricted attention to unipotent blocks, that is, to E E G, 1 . However, as l remarked by the authors after their proof of Theorem 7.8, their arguments Ž Ž .. can be directly applied to arbitrary series E E G, s . We collect the results< 3.11. PROPOSITION. Let L g L L . Y is isomorphic to the direct multi-˜L G L, s Ä 4 plicity free sum of the lattices Y . L,¨, s¨g O Ž L. Ũ m i Ž . Ž . Let L be isomorphic to GL q = Ł GL q . Then the number of m i G m i Ž . < indecomposable direct summands in a gi¨en decomposition of Y di¨ides L L,ever, the order of Tr TZ L l T is equal to gcd q y 1, m . The next lemma we state here just for later reference as we consider Ž these groups here for the first time. It is well known see, for example, w x. 23 .
Ž .
Ž . o 3.12. LEMMA. The order of C s rC s di¨ides n, q y 1, and the G* G* order of s.˜˜3 
PROJECTIVE RESTRICTION SYSTEMS
In this section we introduce the notion and theory of projective restriction systems. The following can be generalized to what will be done in a forthcoming paper in joint work with R. Dipper. However, for our purpose the following special case is sufficient.
Let H be a finite group with a split BN-pair
Y is irreducible and a constituent of multiplicity one in
M X s Y and that X is a pure sublattice of R X for every 
mand of Y must contain as a summand. 
This isomorphism is defined as follows. We consider the full subcategory C C of the category of OH-modules with objects the submodules of R H X X L L and category C C of H H-modules. We have a functor F:
O O H L L
This functor induces isomorphisms 
H R V . Thus the decomposition numbers of R X with respect
M Ž M M , C C . M M M M Ž . to, if Z is not L K k M cuspidal then Y is isomorphic to some direct summand of R Y for M M Ј M Ј MЈ g L L such that the irreducible quotient of Y is cuspidal. Thus Y M r L M Ј V H Ž w x. is isomorphic to some direct summand of R Y see also 19 . M Ј M Ј
COROLLARY. Let M M be a set of characters of KH, satisfying the assumptions on from abo¨e with respect to . Suppose that e¨ery
Proof. The assertion is equivalent to '' the character afforded by Y has Ž . 1 and that H 
COROLLARY. Now let H be a finite group of Lie type of characteristic
Ž . The latter algebras have been investigated in a more general setting w x Ž in 22 . They turn out to be extended Hecke algebras of type A com-. pare 3.13 .
LOCAL SUBMODULES OF GELFAND᎐GRAEV LATTICES
In this section we investigate the local submodules of certain quotients of the reduction modulo l of the Gelfand᎐Graev lattice of G. One of these lattices is the quotient of the Gelfand᎐Graev lattice affording the Steinberg character.˜5
For Gelfand᎐Graev lattices and characters we use the notation of Sectioñ Ž . of representatives for the M-conjugacy classes contained in the intersec-t ion of M with the G-conjugacy class of s. In particular, these summands lie in pairwise different blocks. Thus it follows by 1.12 thatG
We denote by
In particular, X contains at least one composition factor iñ
. On the other hand, we have that
For the second equation recall Lemma 1.15. We remark that the character afforded by X is the only summand of the character afforded by ỸM , s M , s that lies in some l-regular Lusztig series. As the projective cover ofG
. Thus the assertion follows. by 1.12 and 3, Lemma 8.1.6 it G G follows that T X has a unique indecomposable direct summand with ãM
as the indecomposable direct sum-
COROLLARY. E¨ery irreducible composition factor of X is isomor-
Proof. This follows immediately from the facts that a if some series ofŽ . It follows from Frobenius reciprocity that for y as in the statement we have˜˜˜M
As T D is a sub-factor of T X and semi-simple it follows by thẽ˜˜˜M 
reciprocity and Proposition 5.6 we havẽG Moreover Proof. Let V be the image of . Recall the proof of Lemma 5.2 which shows that there exists up to scalars a unique non-trivial homomorphism
Now the head of V is a isomorphic to a direct summand of the head of G R X and thus by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.8 it is just D , thus we havẽ˜˜M
In this case we have by Lemma 5.
Thus we can assume that x s 1. There exists a homomorphismG On the other hand, if
follows that there exists a surjective homomorphismG
In particular, by Mackey decomposition there exists some x g N and some surjectionM
However, the head D of X is cuspidal and thus it follows thatM 
Proof. We remark that X is irreducible and cuspidal. In particular,
onto X and consider the Kernel V of the induced projectioñ
As a first step we showM 
such that R X rV has only composition factors lying in one of˜˜M
As X is the only cuspidal composition factor of X , it follows thatM
x the other hand, by 19, Lemma 5.7 , it follows that R X has onlỹM
follows from the structure Theorem 5.9 that V has no composition factor in such a series. The proof of Lemma 5.2 works equally well for X and shows that
ii The composition factors of X are just those of X which lie iñM 
Remark 1. Considering Corollary 3.7, Theorem 5.9 and Corollary 5.12 now can easily be reformulated for G and the lattices X respectively
Remark 2. Theorem 5.9 can be generalized to arbitrary finite groups with split BN-pairs, if one investigates projective restriction systems which are generalizations of the projective restriction systems we investigate in Ž . Section 4 this will be shown in a forthcoming paper . However, in the more general case one does not get the full poset of local submodules of X but only a distinguished subset.
G, s
CUSPIDAL CHARACTERS IN l-REGULAR LUSZTIG SERIES
In this section we investigate the decomposition matrices of Harish᎐Chandra series of cuspidal regular characters in l-regular Lusztig series. In case l does not divide q y 1 this will give us all the Brauer w x characters of G as shown in 14 
and
. Ž . R have no common constituent, thus b follows.
L L
Now recall the definition of a projective restriction system in Section 4. Let be a regular constituent of R G and let Y be an indecompos-
able direct summand of a Gelfand᎐Graev character of G whose character has as a constituent. Let , X , and Y be defined as in 4.1 for
As every Gelfand᎐Graev character of G is multiplicity is semi-simple, it follows that X Ј is irreducible.
M A
On the other hand, X is O O-free and thus so is X Ј, that is, X Ј affords some irreducible KM -module which must be some irreducible summand of 
L l
Proof. First we remark that in case that l does not divide q y 1 the Ž assertion follows trivially from Lemma 7.3 and Proposition 7.4 as in this . < case T F T . Thus we assume for the remainder of the proof that l q y 1. 
